
2016 CHRISTMAS GIFT GUIDE



WHAT’S HOT FOR CHRISTMAS

Fenix Chronos 

Function meets style and luxury  
 
Features: 

 > Combines a durable and fashionable metal housing with the      
     latest adventure, fitness training, activity tracking and  
     smartwatch technology

 > Scratch-resistant sapphire lens and a 1.2-inch Chroma Display™ 

 > Omni-directional EXO™ antenna with GPS and GLONASS  
     satellite reception and ABC sensors (altimetre, barometre,    
     compass) 

TITANIUM WITH TITANIUM BAND                        
 RRP AU $1999

STAINLESS STEEL WITH STAINLESS STEEL BAND  
RRP AU $1499

STAINLESS STEEL WITH LEATHER BAND                
RRP AU $1399

TREAT
SOMEONE
SPECIAL

Forerunner 35 

Features: 

 > GPS-enabled running watch

 > Built-in Garmin Elevate wrist-based heart rate technology 

 > Easy-to-use 

 > Tracks essential data; distance, pace and personal records. 

RRP AU $299

FOR  
KIDS

Vivofit Jr

Encourage kids to stay on the move 
 
Features: 

 > Chore and activity tracker

 > Swim-friendly 

 > One-year battery life

 > Comes with free, parent-controlled mobile app. 

RRP AU $129



THE VIVOS

THE PERFECT 

STOCKING  

FILLER

vivofit 3 

Features: 
 >  1-year battery life
 > 50 meters water resistant 
 > Move bar
 > Shows steps, calories, distance, intensity and time of day.
 > Sleep monitor 

Colours:  Black, white 

Bands: Pink camo and white, camo and blaze orange, shark fin grey and 

borealis green, marsala and white, slate and marsala, alexandra sculpted 

bands, Jonathan Adler capri, Jonathan Adler Bali 

 

RRP AU $159

vivoactive HR 

Features: 
 > 24/7 Wrist-based heart rate monitor 

 > Built-in GPS-enabled sports apps for walking, running,  
 biking, swimming, golfing, paddle boarding, rowing,  
 skiing and snowboarding

 > Track active moments such as counting steps, floors  
 climbed, intensity minutes and sleep monitoring

 > Smart notifications Garmin Connect ™ 

Colours: Black, white. Bands: Black leather, white leather, black, 

white, berry, blue, purple, red, slate

RRP AU $399

vivomove 

Features: 
 >  Stylish activity tracker
 > 1-year battery life
 > Move bar and steps displayed
 > Sleep monitor
 > Timeless analog face

Colours: Sport black, sport white, classic black leather, classic white leather, 

premium stainless steel leather band, Gold-tone steel leather band 

Bands: Black sports, white sports, dark brown leather, black leather, white 

leather, light brown leather  

RRP AU from $249

vivosmart HR+ 

Features: 

 >  Garmin Elevate™ wrist heart rate technology provides 
24/7 heart rate monitoring

 > GPS maps out your run 
 > Tracks steps, calories, floors climbed and activity intensity
 > Water rating of 5 ATM, so it’s swim and shower safe.
 > Smart notifications, email, call, text, social media 

 
Colours: Black, Imperial Purple, Midnight Blue 
 
 

 

RRP AU $349

FOR  
HER



THE FORERUNNERS

Forerunner 735 XT 

Features: 
 > 24/7 heart rate monitoring 

 > Built-in activities include; running, cycling, swimming, multisport, hiking, XC  
 skiing, strength training, paddle sports and cardio.

 > Sleek design features soft, comfortable silicone bands with a large display 

>  Advanced dynamics for running cycling and swimming  
Colours:  Black/Gray, Midnight Blue/Frost Blue 

Bands: Midnight blue/frost blue, lava red/black, black/grey, force yellow/black, frost blue/

midnight blue

RRP AU from $699 OR $789 FOR CADENCE BUNDLE

Forerunner 630 

Features: 
 > Touchscreen GPS

 > Advanced running dynamics assists runner’s performance measuring stride  
 length, ground contact, vertical ratio, lactate threshold, stress score and  

 performance condition. 
Colours:  Black/white, midnight blue 

Bands: Midnight blue, frost blue silicone, black and grey silicone, marsala silicone, purple 

strike, force yellow silicone, white and black, black and white 

RRP AU from $479

Forerunner 235 

Features: 
 > Garmin Elevate wrist heart rate technology
 > Displays heart rate and zone on an easy-to-read, colourful graphic interface
 > Tracks distance, pace, time and heart rate
 > Vo2 Max
 > Recovery Advisor
 > Race Predictor
 > Personal Records
 > Accelerometer 

Colours:  Black/grey, black/marsala, frost blue/black 

Bands: Midnight blue, frost blue silicone, black and grey silicone, purple strike, marsala 

silicone, force yellow silicone, white and black, black and white 
 

RRP AU $469

ADVANCED 
 RUNNING  

DYNAMICS



DriveAssist 50LMT  

Features: 

 > Detailed maps of Australia and New Zealand with free  
     lifetime map updates and lifetime traffic 

 > Warnings include speed limits, cameras, forward collision,  
     'go' alert and lane depature

 > Camera integration advances driver awareness

 > Bluetooth® handsfree calling and voice-activated  
 navigation

 > Built in dash cam continuously records and saves video  
 on impact

RRP AU $449

DriveLuxe 50LMT 

Features: 

 > Detailed maps of Australia and New Zealand with free    
     lifetime map and traffic updates 

 > Powered magnetic mount

 > Customisable smart notifications including navigation and  
 real-time traffic services

 > Bluetooth® handsfree calling and voice-activated  
     navigation 

RRP AU $499

ON THE ROAD
Drive 50 LM + BabyCam 

Features: 

 > Detailed maps of Australia and New Zealand with free  
     lifetime updates

 > Guides like a friend, using recognisable landmarks, buildings  
     and traffic lights

 > Preloaded data from Foursquare® adds millions of new and    
     popular stores, restaurants and more 

 > Adjustable viewing angle can monitor multiple children in   
    the rear seats of the vehicle 

 > Night vision camera provides a clear image in bright and   
     low-light without disrupting your child 

RRP AU $479



fenix 3 HR  

Features: 

 >  Garmin Elevate wrist-based heart rate measures 24/7

 > Measures full range of multisport activities, from advanced  
 fitness training, to cross-country and alpine skiing, snow 
 boarding, hiking, climbing and trail running

 > Measures physiological metrics of stride length, ground  
 contact time balance, vertical ratio, lactate threshold,  
 stress score and performance condition

 > Stylish enough to go from trail to office 

Colours:  Sapphire HR, Sapphire HR performance bundle 

Bands: Metal, titanium, brown leather, black leather, yellow, blue, red, black, 

green, blue silicone, black silicone, green silicone, white silicone

RRP AU from $949

Oregon 750T  

Features: 

 >  Worldwide basemap

 > Pre-loaded Australian and New Zealand TOPO Lite 

 > Smart notifications and automatic software updates

 > Built-in Altimeter, Barometer and Compass

 > Wi-Fi connection to Garmin Connect™ 

RRP AU $699

OUTDOOR ADVENTURES

FROM TRAIL 

TO OFFICE

VIRB Ultra 30 

Features: 

 > Action camera with dive case included

 > Touchscreen works even in the dive case 

 > Power to shoot stunning Ultra HD footage at 4K/30fps

 > Conveniently small and lightweight

 > Rugged and ready for adventure

 > Voice control 

RRP AU $699 



BUILT-IN  ABC 

Varia Vision 

Features: 

 > Lightweight devices attaches to either side of your 
favourite sunglasses, placing ride information right in your 
line of sight

 > Displays performance data, directions from compatible 
Edge® cycling devices.

 > Pairs with Varia Rearview Radar to notify rider of ap-
proaching vehicles 

RRP AU $649

Varia Rearview Radar 

Features: 

 > Rear view tail light detects approaching vehicles up to 140 
metres away, increasing brightness as the car approaches.

 > Edge cycling computer shows up to eight vehicles as they 
approach, and indicating risk as they change colour. 

RRP AU $259 - $389

Tactix Bravo 

Features: 

 > Built-in ABC (Altimeter, Barometer and Compass)

 > Navigation and tracking using GPS and ABC 

 > Measures physiological metrics of stride length, ground  
 contact time balance, vertical ratio, lactate threshold,  
 stress score and performance condition.

 > Smart notifications
Bands: Premium metal, Titanium, brown leather, black leather, black,  yellow, 
blue, red, green, blue silicone, black silicone, green silicone,white silicone,  

fabric, olive drab nylon

RRP AU $949

Edge 820 

Features: 

 > GroupTrack allows riders to see where their fellow riders  
 are

 > Bike specific navigation for riders with Cycle Map and  
 Course Creator

 > Built in GPS

 > Pairs with Varia rear view radar and Varia Vision. 

RRP AU $649 - $799

PAIRS WITH  
VARIA  

REARVIEW 
RADAR



ON THE GREEN

TruSwing 

Features: 

 > Syncs wirelessly to a variety of Garmin Approach Handhelds and  
     Watches for instant feedback. 

 > Swing sensor metrics affect ball flight and shot results

 > Analyse and improve swing during sessions, focusing on ball  
    flight, trajectory and distance.

 > Produces 3D animations through Garmin Connect™ 

Approach X40 

Features: 

 >  Displays more than 40,000 international courses.

 > Measures precise distance to the front, middle and back of the  
 green as well as bunkers and water hazards.

 > Daily activity tracking

 > Digital Scorecard 
Colours:  Black/Grey, White/Black, Frost Blue/Midnight Blue, Limelight/Midnight Blue 

RRP AU $389

Approach S20 

Features: 
 >  Preloaded with more than 40,000 international courses.

 > CourseView tracks precise movements and distances to the front,  
 back and middle of the green.

 > High-sensitivity GPS measures distances to course targets like sand    
     traps and water hazards

 > Digital scorecard

 > Pairs with Garmin TruSwing 
Colours:  White, black, midnight teal, slate 

Bands: White, midnight teal, slate, black 

RRP AU $299

Approach G10 

Features: 

 > Preloaded with more than 40,000 international courses.

 > Digital scorecard

 > Hole-by-hole details

 > Measures distances to course targets 

 > Green View display shows distance to the front, back and middle  
 of the green as well as bunkers and water hazards.

 > Easy to hold or wear device 

RRP AU $199 

PRELOADED WITH MORE THAN 40,000 COURSES

PRODUCES 3D 

ANIMATION 

THROUGH  

GARMIN CONNECT



COLOURS OF CHRISTMAS

1.  VIVOFIT 3  RRP AU $159 

2.  FENIX 3  RRP AU $729

3.  FENIX CHRONOS RRP AU $1499

4.  VIVOMOVE RRP AU $249

5.  APPROACH S20 RRP AU $299

6.  APPROACH X40 RRP AU $389

1

ONE YEAR 

BATTERY LIFE
3

2

5

6

4

  
LUXURY



UNDER $300 UNDER $500 

 

vivofit 3 
RRP AU $159

 

Approach S20
RRP AU $299

 

Approach G10
RRP AU $199

 

TruSwing
RRP AU $229

 

BabyCam 

RRP AU $279

Varia Rearview Radar 
RRP AU $259

 

 

 

Heart Rate Monitor
RRP AU $69  

 

HRM Swim
RRP AU $149

 

Quick Release Kit
RRP AU $35

 
 
 
 
 
vivosmart HR 
RRP AU $229

 

 

 

vivosmart HR+ 
RRP AU $349

 

vivomove
RRP AU $249 - $479

 

vivoactive HR
RRP AU $399

 

Forerunner 235 

RRP AU $469

 

Forerunner 630 
RRP AU $479 - $549

 

 

 

 

Approach X40
RRP AU $389 

 

DriveLuxe 50LMT
RRP AU $499

 

DriveAssist 50
RRP AU $449



OVER $1000 UNDER $1000 

Edge 820
RRP AU $649  
 
 

 

Forerunner 735XT
RRP AU $699 
 
 
 

fenix 3 
RRP AU $729 
 
 

 

fenix 3 HR
RRP AU $949 
 
 

 

Oregon 750T 

RRP AU $699 
 
 

Tactix Bravo 
RRP AU $949 
 
 
 

 
Varia Vision 
RRP AU $649 
 
 

Fenix Chronos  
Stainless Steel with Leather Band
RRP AU $1399

Fenix Chronos  
Stainless Steel with Stainless Steel Band
RRP AU $1499

Fenix Chronos  
Titanium with Titanium Band
RRP AU $1999



MEDIA CONTACTS
PR: eckfactor 

garmin@eckfactor.com

GARMIN
Website: www.garmin.com.au 
Facebook: Garmin Australia 

Instagram: @GarminAU 
Twitter: @GarminAU

ECKFACTOR
Website: www.eckfactor.com 

Facebook: eckfactor 
Instagram: @eckfactor 

Twitter: @eckfactor

For more product information visit www.garmin.com.au 
 

For high res images and information visit our MEDIA CENTRE at www.eckfactor.com

 


